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n putting together this issue of Computing in
Scimce ~9Eqqinewing, we knew three things:
it would be difficult to list just 10 algorithms;
it would be fini to assemble tlie authors aod
read their p a p s ; and, whatever we came up
with in the end, it would be controversial.We
tried to nssemble thc 10 algorithms with the greatest
iiiflueucc ou the developrneut and practice of scicuce
and engineering in the 20th ccnhuy Followingis our
list (here, the list is in chronological order; however,
the articles appcar inno particular order):
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Metropolis Algorithm for Monte Carlo
SiniplexMcthod for Linear Progranuning
IGylov Subspace Iteration Methods
T h e Deconipositioiial Approach to Matrix
Compmatious
The Fortran Optimizing Compiler
QR Algorithm for Computing Eigenvalues
Quicksort Algorithm for Sorting
Fast Fourier Transform
Iuteger Relation Detection
Fast Multipole Method

With each of these algorithms or approdies, there
is a person or group receiving credit for inventing or
discovering dic method. Of course, the reality is that
there is generally a culiuination of ideas that leads to a
method. In some cases, we chose authors who had a
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hand in developing the algorithm, and in other cases,
the author is a leading authority

In this issue
Monte Carlo methods arc powerfnl tools for evaliiating the properties of complex, many-body systems,
as wcll as iioiidetermiistic processes. Isabel Beichl and
Francis Snllivaii describe the Metropolis Algorithm.
Wc are oken confronted with problems that have an
enormous number of dimeusions or a process that involves a path with many possible branch points, each
of which is governed by suine fundanicntalprobability
of occnrence. l h e solutions are not exact in a rigorous
way, because we randomly sample the problem However, it is possible to achieve nearly exact results using a
relatively small number of samples compared to the
problem:? dimcnsious. Indeed, Monte Carlo methods
are the ouly practical choice for evaluating problems of
high dimensioiis.
John Nash describes the Simplex method for solving linear programming problems. (The use of the
wordpropwzming here really refers to schcduliog or
planning-and not in the way that we tell a computer
what must he done.) The Simplex method rclies on
noticing that the objective function’s maximum innst
occur on a corner of tlie space hounded by the colistraints of the “feasible region.’’
Large-scale problems in engineeringand science often reqnire solution of sparse linear algebra problems,
such as systems of equations. The importance of iterative algorithms in linear algebra stems from the siinplc fact that a direct approach will reqnire O(N))work.
The rclylov subspace iteration methods have led to a
major change in how users deal with large, sparse, noiisyn”tric matrix problems. In this article, Henk van
dcr Vorst describes the state of the art in t e r m of
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intcgcrrclation prohlem: given ?z rcd numbers x,,,..,
methods for this problem.
Introducing the decoinpositional approach to ma- x,~,find then integcrs 61,... ,n,2(if they exist) such that
wix cooiputations revoltitionized the field. G,W Stew- alxl+ ... + u , ~=” (I.~ Originally, the algorithm was uscd
art describes the history leading np to the decomposi- to tind the cocfficients ofthe minimal integer polynotional approach and presents a brief tour of tlie six inial an algebraic number satisficd. However, inorc rccentral decompositions that have evolved and are in ccntly, rcscarchers have uscd them to discover uiiknown mathematical identities, as well as to identify
use today in many areas of scientific computation.
David Padua argnes that the Fortran I compiler, some constants that arise ill qoalihlni field theory in
with its parsing, aiialysis, and code-optimizatioti tccli- terms of mathematical constants.
Tlic Fast MnltipoleNgoridijthm was ilcveloped origniques, qualities as oncof the top 10 “algorithnis.”The
articlc describes the language, compiler, and opti- inally to calculate gravitational and electrostatic 110mization tcchniqucs t h a t the tint compiler had.
tentialn. The method utilizes techniques to quickly
The QR Algorithm for computing eigenvalues of a coinpute and coinbiiic the pair-wise approximation
matrix 113s rransfomied the approach to conqiuting tlie in O(N) operations. This has led to a significant respectrum of a matrix. Beresford l’arlctt takes us duction in the compumtional coniplexity from O(N*)
through the history of early eigenvalue computations to O(N log N)to O(N) in certain important cases.
and the iliscovcry of the family of algorithms referred John Board and Klaus Sclnilteti dcscribe the ai’to as the QR Algorithm.
proacli and its iruportancc in the field.
Sorting is a cenual prrililein in many areas of conputing so it is no surprise to see an approach to solving
the prohlem as one of the top 10.Joscph J J a descrihes Yout thoughts?
Quicksort as one of the hest practical salting algorithm
We have had h i putting together this issue, and we
for general inputs. In addition, its coniplcxity silalysis assunie that soinc of you will have strong fcclings
and its strncnirc have been a rich source of inspiration ahout our sclcction. Please let us know what you think.
for developing general algorithm techniques for various applications.
lack Dongarra is a professor of computer science in the
Daniel Rockrnore describes tlic FFT as a n algo- Computer Science Department at the University of Tenrithm “the whole family can nsc.” The FFT is per- nessee and a scieiitist in the mathematical science section
haps the most ubiquitous algorithm in use today to of Oak Ridge National Lab. He received his BS in matheanaly7,eand manipulate digital or discrete data. ’l‘hc matics from Chicago State University, his MS in computer
1TT takes tlie operation count for discrete Fourier science from the Illinois Institute of Technology, and his
transform from O(Nz)to O(N1ogN).
PhD in applied mathematics from the University of New
Some rccently discovered integer relation detection Mexico. Contact him at dongarra@cs.utk.edu;www.cs.
algorithms have hecome a centerpiece of tlic cmcrg- utk.edu/-dong arm
ing discipline of “eqicrimcntal mathematics”-the use
of modcrn computer technology as an exploratory tool Francis Sullivan’s biography appears in his article on
in mathematical research. David Bailey describcs the page 69.
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